
Deep Affection 911 

Chapter 911 Mom Doesn't Know Him 

When the Shi family arrived at the island, they heard a lot of discussions in the airport. 

There were two points of view in the discussion. One was that Michelle was a perfect match for Leon, 

and then they sent their blessings with tears. 

The other one was that Michelle didn't deserve it. They thought Michelle was just a cousin of the 

Nangong clan and didn't come from a rich family. They thought her career didn't match the Lu clan ... 

All people were worldly. But they only discussed it in these two angles. 

Nina was fed up with it. 

However, all Michelle's efforts over the years were not in vain. Most of the people wished her 

happiness. 

Scher Mountain had already been decorated with festive decorations. The official media and guests 

came in flocks. 

Today's security check was particularly strict. If they wanted to get to Scher Mountain, they had to drive 

over the elevated bridge or take a ship. And today, no ship was allowed to park in the sea area ten miles 

around the mountain, and no vehicle was allowed to cross the bridge. 

The bridge was covered with a thick red carpet, and the guests could only walk. 

Walking to the end of the bridge and confirming identification, everyone had to hold invitation cards, 

and pass gene identification. No one was allowed to enter without invitation. 

Once the impostors 
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guilty conscience and quickly looked away. She greeted to Bruce, Anne, Van and Don with a smile. Then 

he asked the two kids. 

"Sound, who is the little boy next to you?" Vicente didn't dare to look into her son's clean eyes. She 

forced a smile. 

Sound held Sampson's hand and said in a low voice, "Sampson, he is family." 

"Family ?" what? 

Sound repeated in a low voice, "My Sampson." 

"I see." Seeing that the two kids were on good terms, the smile on Vicente's face gradually softened. She 

finally looked at Sampson and said, "Sampson, you can continue to play with Sound." 

Then Vicente left with Jerry. 

She didn't know what to do because of her son's sudden appearance in C Island. She walked faster. 

Jerry, who was six years old, couldn't keep up with her, so she bent down and picked up the child. 



She left in a hurry. 

"What happened to Vicente?" "He looks like a ghost chasing after him," said Bruce. 

Anne played with the child and didn't notice that. 

The group of people took a few steps forward. Suddenly, Sampson turned to look at the direction where 

Vicente had left. Since Vicente had turned a corner and gone far, Sampson was left staring after her. 

Sampson opened his mouth and murmured, "Mom." 

He recognized her. 

That was his mother, but her mother didn't know him and hugged other children. 

 


